
Technology and humanity: 
the next 10 years



We are at the  
pivot point  

of exponential 
changes 
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Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years
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Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years



Human intelligence (HI)

Machine intelligence (IA, AI)

“Before you become too entranced with gorgeous gadgets and mesmerizing video displays, let me 
remind you that information is not knowledge, and knowledge is not wisdom… Each grows out of the 

other, and we need them all”  (Arthur C. Clarke 1967)





Connectivity is the new religion; offline is the new luxury



“Every extension of mankind, especially 
technological extensions, has the effect of 

amputating or modifying some other 
extension[…]  The extension of a technology 
like the automobile ‘amputates’ the need for a 

highly developed walking culture, which in turn 
causes cities and countries to develop in 

different ways. The telephone extends the voice, 
but also amputates the art of penmanship 

gained through regular correspondence. We 
have become people who regularly praise all 

extensions, and minimize all amputations”



Cheating the world: fake-everything and algorithmic manipulation?



Cheating the world: adverse impacts on H2H relationships?



Cheating the world: outsourcing our thinking to digital assistants?



Exponential Humanism

Soon, the question is no longer if technology can do something but why? and who?



The challenges of artificial intelligence (social vs. existential)

Intelligent Assistance (IA, narrow AI) 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) 
Artificial Super-Intelligence (ASI)

Tough social ,  
cultural and  
economic  

issues

EXISTENTIAL 
issues



 The future is 

#hellven



Address global food shortages 
Stop or even reverse global warming 

Prevent or slow-down many major diseases  
Cheaply desalinate as much water as needed 

Solve the energy problem (i.e. reach abundance)

        Within the next 20 years, technology will enable us to:



The future is going to be awesome - but we must agree on what we want!



Are we just algorithms…data…technology, ourselves?



Would ‘super-smart’ still be human?



Would ‘super-smart’ still be human?



How  
computable 

are we?



We think with the body not the brain!



Social intelligence (human) 
Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) _____________________ 

Artificial intelligence (machines)



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…



Anything that be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   



Human happiness cannot (and should not) be automated



Technology has been very good at giving us what we want,  
but less good at giving us what we need (Arianna Huffington)



Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity: irressistible riches



Technology has more power than oil, banking or the military* ever had



Technology has more power than oil, banking or the military* ever had



Technology has more power than oil, banking or the military* ever had
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Who will you trust with a 
digital copy of yourself?



Towards an algorithmic society feasting on simulations?



For the immediate future, the biggest danger is not that 
machines will eliminate us but that  
we become too much like them





Technology is morally neutral until we apply it (W. Gibson)

…and we apply it everywhere, now



Would you agree that we 
now have an ethical 

imperative to harness the 
power of the IoT, AI and 

Robotics for the collective 
good of mankind?



Who will be mission control’ for humanity?





I think we need an ‘EPA for Humanity’ 



The 2017 Asilomar AI principles: great overall guidance for the future of technology and business  

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design, build or run these systems are moral stakeholders 

• A technological arms-race (AI, genetics, geo-engineering etc) must be avoided



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Human flourishing  
must remain the core objective  

of all technological progress 
(Humanistic Futurism)



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!



Thanks for your attention!


